Tamroto Marine Compressors

Tom Erik Ranheim – China 2013
Delivering Compressed Air Systems to the most advanced marine and offshore vessels.

Worldwide.
Our vision:
«To have the most satisfied customers in the business»
TMC in the World
Marine & Offshore Compressors

“Compact design with the smallest footprint in the Marine & Offshore industry”
Air Dryers & Filters

«Securing dry & oil-free air»
TMC Smart Air® Compressor – your best investment

- Energy saving technology
- At least 40% reduction in energy costs
- Reduced CO₂ emission
- Capacity 42-690 m³/h

**Graph:**
- **Input Power (kW)** vs. **Air Consumption (m³/hour)**
- Traditional compressors
- TMC Smart Air compressors

**Savings** area highlighted on graph.
Custom Engineered Compressors for the offshore industry

«Using our expertise to serve the offshore market even better!»
Compressors designed for marine and offshore applications

- Small footprint
- Easy to install and service
- Designed for marine conditions
- Engineered for 50°C ambient temp.
- SmartPilot control with pre-warning and automatic service indicators
- Producing virtually oil-free air
- Extremely low noise level and vibration
TMC — the Innovator

TMC introduced the screw compressor to the marine market.

TMC introduced the upright compressor design with uniquely small footprint.

TMC introduced the in-to-out oil separation system which gives virtually oil-free air.

TMC introduced the TMC Smart Air® energy saving technology that saves energy costs and protects the environment.
Quality systems

ISO 9001/14001/18001

Type Approved by DNV and ABS

Class Approvals:
ABS, BV, DNV, GL, KR, LRS, RINA...

Samsung Q-Mark Gold
Original spare parts: 
The key to trouble free operations

Use of non-original parts can be harmful to the compressor...

Make sure the ship has original parts onboard when leaving the shipyard...

Spare Part Kits: 
Original TMC parts packed in kits for safety & convenience!
TMC Documentation

- Professional and experienced documentation team
- Uniform and recognizable documentation
- All documentation available electronically
- Focus on keeping deadlines

«Well trained and dedicated professionals in TMCs documentation team ensures top quality documentation – on time!»
TMC in China

Proud to serve Chinese shipyards:
Cosco Nantong Shipyard
Yantai CIMC Raffles Offshore Ltd.
Chengxi Shipyard
Cosco Guangdong Shipyard
Dalian Shipbuilding Industry Co., Ltd
Fujian Mawei Shipbuilding LTD
Guangzhou shipyard
Huanghai Shipbuilding Co., Ltd
Hudong Zhonghua Shipbuilding
Jiangnan Shipyard
Jiangsu Eastern Heavy Industry
Jiangsu Zhenjiang Shipyard
Jinling Shipyard
Nantong Mingde
Shanghai Waigaoqiao Shipbuilding Co., LTD
Taizhou Sanfu Shipyard
Tianjin Xingang Shipbuilding Heavy Industry Co., Ltd
Xiamen shipbuilding
Yangzhou Dayang Shipbuilding
Yantai CIMC Raffles
We thank you for making us:

The no. 1 marine screw compressor
Visit us at Marintec next week:

Hall N1, F21-4
Norwegian Pavilion

Welcome!

Opening hours:
3. Dec: 10:15 – 17:30
4-5 Dec: 09:30 – 17:30
6. Dec: 09:30 – 16:00

Shanghai New International Expo Centre, December 3rd-6th 2013
Norwegian Specialties
Everyday at lunchtime!